Sadowsky Everyday Polish:
A light non-abrasive, non-greasy polish for everyday removal of smudges and normal playing sweat and grime. Safe for satin and flat finishes.

Sadowsky Restoration Cleaner:
An intensive cleaner for restoring oxidized finishes and removing light scratches.

Sadowsky Restoration Polish:
A milder version of our cleaner, this product can be used alone or as the follow up product to our Restoration Cleaner.

Sadowsky Microfiber Cloth:
An ultra soft cloth for dry cleaning or buffing your guitar.

Sadowsky guitar care products are designed for both nitro and poly finishes. The Restoration polishes are a superb pair for restoring nitro finishes, especially on vintage instruments.

A Word About Silicone:
If you ask 10 guitar techs about silicone, you will probably get 11 answers. Here is the first and last I have to say on the subject:

Silicone in a guitar polish does NOT damage guitar finishes!

Silicone in polishes is only a problem if your need to have your finish touched up or refinished by a professional guitar tech. The silicone prevents the new wet finish from flowing out evenly, creating little craters called “fish eyes”. The only way for a professional finisher to avoid “fish eyes” is to add an agent called “fish eye remover” to the new finish before spraying. What is “fish eye remover”? It is pure liquid silicone! In other words, you have to add pure silicone to the new finish to prevent residual silicone from polishes from causing any problems. If you are a repair person or refinisher, you have to assume that any finish you are working on has been contaminated with silicone before you spray your first coat. There is no product that can remove silicone in advance from a contaminated finish. So, you automatically add silicone “fish eye remover” to your touch up or refinish lacquer.

Given the above, the entire discussion about whether or not guitar finishes have silicone is a moot point. It only matters to your repair person and they have to assume there is silicone present.

Sadowsky Restoration products have trace amounts of silicone.